
Bevarri will give your beverage program a real lift.
*  Rich and delicious tasting flavors, simple to use as standards or as signature beverages

* Easy to use alone, in blenders, or granitas

* Simple recipes for your employees to deliver consistent quality every time

* A variety of recipes for customer satisfaction and maximum profit

* Attractive and innovative, Scoop and ServeSM packaging

* Bevarri Blend and ServeSM Program

 gives you a variety of blender

 options and POP support

Bevarri blend and 
serveSM program

The Bevarri Blend and Serve 
program offers a variety of blend-
er options and point of purchase 
materials. Talk to your Bevarri 
representative about all the ways 
Bevarri can boost your beverage 
program.

With Bevarri™ Barista-Inspired Beverage Mixes, any coffeehouse or café 
operation can consistently serve exotic and decadently delicious frozen, 
iced or hot blended coffee, cocoa, chai and energy based beverages. 
Created from the highest quality ingredients from around the world, 
including pure cane sugar, Bevarri’s luxurious tasting flavors will keep 
your customers coming back for more.

Stylishly distinctive and uniquely packaged, Bevarri’s wide-mouth, easy-
to-scoop containers will earn a visible counter spot in your beverage 
area. With Bevarri Barista-Inspired Beverage Mixes, all it takes is a few 
scoops with your choice of coffee, milk or water!

Exotic and delicious. 
hot or cold. 

just blend and serve.

COFFEE FRAPPé CHAI COCOA ENERGY
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Bevarri comes in five great flavor 
mix categories, to give you more 

beverage options than ever before:

COFFEE
These are smooth and creamy bases made 
with the finest mountain grown Arabica 
coffee. Amazing for a flavorful frozen, 
iced or hot beverage winner every time.

FRAPPé
Create your own signature frappes and 

smoothies. This creamy Coffee-Free blend 
is great added to your favorite coffee, 

espresso, fruit or syrups.

CHAI
Created and infused with all-natural herbs, 

spices, and flavorings, our Chai mix 
will make a tantalizing beverage served 

frozen, iced, or hot.  

COCOA
Triple Chocolate is made with a blend 
of milk and dark cocoas and a touch 

of fudge for unbelievably rich chocolate 
taste. Serve frozen, iced or hot.

ENERGY 
Specially developed with tea, ginseng, 

taurine, and caffeine to naturally increase 
awareness, performance and concentra-

tion. In cool and refreshing flavors.

Top off all that flavor with Bevarri  
Barista-Inspired Toppers.

Serving Barista-Inspired beverages to 
your customers is easier than ever with 

these pre-filled, ready to shake, and 
totally flavorful Toppers!

Distinctive packaging you’ll want your customers to see.



Exotic and delicious. hot or cold. just blend and serve.

Coffee * Frappé  * Chai  * Cocoa  * Energy 
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